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Introduction
This was the third paper to be sat for the Applied Business qualification (double award)
which is available in June each year. The paper was based on Just Gorgeous, a sole trader
supplying home furnishings. The scenario proved accessible to candidates. It contained text
and an image. The purpose of the scenario is to help candidates appreciate the context
within which they are applying their answers. Future papers will continue to give brief textbased information and use diagrams and other images in order to help 'paint a picture' for
candidates.
Candidates are not expected to memorise scenario information, because of its introductory
purpose and key information will be provided in question stems. However, the advice
remains to ensure that candidates re-visit this scenario several times during the
examination to re-familiarise themselves with it.
To date the papers have covered a variety of businesses - a cafe bar, a farm and this
series a retailer.  It is recommended that candidates are encouraged to look at a variety of
businesses and ownership types and to practice answering questions in context.
There were six questions in total and the paper contained questions from all specification
areas. The paper was designed to assess candidates across the full GCSE ability range,
and achieved this, proving it to be accessible to all. Quality of Written Communication was
assessed in question 6(b) and this was indicated by an asterisk (*6(b)).
The command words at the beginning of each question are crucial. Many candidates are
losing marks through their lack of understanding of these words. For example where the
command word ‘explain’ is used and awarded 3 marks the candidate's answer should
be developed. Many candidates are submitting a bullet list of points without further
development which cannot gain full marks.
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Question 2 (a)
A budget is an estimate of income and/or expenditure for a set period of time. Many
candidates did not appreciate that the budget is a financial plan, and few mentioned that a
budget looks at both costs and revenue.

Examiner Comments

Although the candidate says it is 'a prediction' it is not applied to
the business or finance and so could not be awarded any marks.

Examiner Tip

Be specific - a prediction of what?

Examiner Comments

The candidate has mentioned planning and so scores 1 mark.

Examiner Tip

This is a much more focussed answer - always apply
your answer to the business.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has mentioned a forecast or prediction
(planning) and so gains 1 mark.

Examiner Comments

A perfect answer - 1 mark
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Question 2 (b)
Although some candidates showed understanding of what a cash budget was used for, some
confused the cash budget with cash-flow forecasts. Candidates in general had little idea of
how a cash budget could help the business.
The answer should mention planning, monitoring, control or forecasting.
An example that would gain 3 marks would be:
A cash budget will enable Lucy to plan the amount she will spend against the amount
coming in (1) and therefore she can identify times when there will be cash shortages (1)
and can decide if she needs a loan (1)

Examiner Comments

Although a budget will help Lucy control her spending it cannot
stop her from spending.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has covered control ‘stick to her budget’, planning
'all of her money is planned' and forecasting ‘how much she can
afford to spend' (in the future) and so is awarded 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has identified the concept of monitoring cash
inflows and expenditures, controlling her cash and planning for
future expenditure - 3 marks.
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Question 2 (c)
Many candidates found it challenging to explain clearly why budgets should be monitored
frequently. A number of candidates mentioned budgets showing profit and loss. Answers
should refer to the frequency of monitoring and not the setting of budgets.
An example of an answer gaining full marks would be:
They are only a prediction (1) so Lucy needs to check performance regularly (1) to see if
they are on target (1)
Vague answers such as ‘to see how the business is doing’; ‘to see how much is going in and
out’ or ‘to make sure she doesn’t go over’ could not be awarded any marks.

Examiner Comments

This answer was awarded 3 marks. It included: Only a prediction
– she may have a shortfall – needs to check if they are on target.

Examiner Tip

Be sure to explain what you mean fully and develop your answer.

Examiner Comments

A well applied answer that gains full marks.
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Question 2 (d)
Most candidates scored well here although some candidates lost marks as they repeated
reasons rather than identifying four correct reasons why the actual and forecast budgets
may differ.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has scored full marks. The answer included:
Increase in expenditure – increase in sales - decrease in sales –
reduction in her prices.
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Examiner Comments

Another answer that scores full marks:
Prediction only – change in cost of sales – competitors – less sales
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Question 3 (b)
1 mark was awarded for an appropriate effect of negative cashflow and 2 marks for
development. Many candidates lost marks as they did not explain the effect on the business
but gave answers referring to the business having 'lost money'.
An example of a good answer would be:
Negative cash flow will mean that Lucy has no cash for investment (1) which may affect her
plans for a personal design service (1) and so restricting expansion of the business (1)

Examiner Comments

A good three-mark answer with three clear
points: not have enough money - have to sell
assets - serious debt

Examiner Comments

This is a rather confused anwswer that does
not explain the effect of a negative cash-flow
and confuses cash-flow with profit and loss.
No marks can be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Remember to apply and develop your
answers for full marks.

Examiner Tip

Cash-flow can never tell you anything
about profits!
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Examiner Comments

The candidate has missed the point of the question - no effects
are mentioned.
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Question 3 (c)
1 mark was awarded for an appropriate way of managing a negative cash flow and 1 mark
for developing this further. The most common wrong response was that Just Gorgeous
should ‘sack staff’.
Good examples of answer scoring full marks could be:
Lucy could find a way to cut costs (1) and so reduce payments/outgoings (1)
or
Lucy could introduce special offers (1) to increase sales/revenue (1)

Examiner Comments

The way to manage the negative cash-flow is appropriate but there
is no real development. The candidate has not indicated how
payments will be reduced and so only 1 mark can be awarded.

Examiner Tip

Remember to develop your answer.

Examiner Comments

An inappropriate response - just looking at Lucy's figures will
not manage the problem - what should she actually do?
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Examiner Comments

Decreasing her payments is an appropriate method and the
candidate has then developed the answer to say how this could
be done. 2 marks can be awarded.
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Question 3 (d)
Most candidates gained 2 marks as they realised that the bank would want to be repaid,
but some failed to explain what the cash-flow forecast would show them. An example of an
answer gaining full marks would be:
The lender would want to see if Lucy has planned her business properly (1) to be able to
judge the risk of making the loan (1)

Examiner Comments

Enough money to pay off the loan when it is due (forecasting)
gains 1 mark but there is no further development.

Examiner Comments

'Receiving enough inflow' and 'ability to repay' would gain the
candidate 2 marks.
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Question 4
1 mark was awarded for each correct month's closing balance in Part (a) plus 1 mark for an
appropriate effect of the changed closing balances on Just Gorgeous and 1 mark for some
development in Part (b).
Most candidates successfully calculated one closing balance but few calculated both
balances in Part (a). Some candidates lost marks in Part (b) as they stated the changes
rather than the effect of the changes.

Examiner Comments

Both closing balances are correct in Part (a), but only one is
mentioned in Part (b). The candidate therefore gains only 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

Both marks are awarded in Part (a) and Part (b).
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Examiner Comments

Part (a) gains 2 marks but Part (b) is incorrect - she has not
'lost money' she has bought software.

Examiner Tip

A cash-flow forecast cannot show profit or loss!
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Question 5 (a)
This question elicited mixed answers with many candidates gaining full marks but equally
many gaining only 1 mark for a very brief answer.
1 mark was awarded for an appropriate benefit of calculating break-even and 2 marks for
development.
An example of a good response would be:
It shows the number of customers necessary before Lucy will cover her costs (1) and
can calculate the margin of safety (1) so Lucy would be able to determine if it would be
profitable to offer her proposed new service (1).

Examiner Comments

A well developed answer scoring full marks. The answer includes:
Number of customers – margin of safety – hopefully make a profit.

Examiner Comments

This answer makes no application to break-even analysis the candidate does not seem to understand the concept.
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Examiner Comments

A well developed answer with three clear points scoring full marks.
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Question 5 (c) (i)
The label should read 'Costs and Revenues'. Many candidates struggled to gain a mark here.

Examiner Comments

A correct label gaining 1 mark.

Question 5 (c) (ii)
The majority of candidates could label the break-even point.

Examiner Comments

A correct label.
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Question 5 (c) (iii)
Either
Sales or Revenue are acceptable as the label here.

Examiner Comments

A correct label

Examiner Comments

A common mistake was to label this line as
variable costs.

Question 5 (c) (iv)
Total costs was the correct label.

Examiner Comments

A correct label

Examiner Comments

A common error was to label this as
receipts rather than costs.
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Question 5 (c) (v)
Fixed costs was the correct label.

Examiner Comments

A common error was to label this
line as business rates rather than
fixed costs.

Examiner Tip

Although the rates will be part
of the fixed costs this is not
the appropriate label.

Examiner Comments

A correct label
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Question 5 (d)
This question was, in the main, well answered but many candidates gave answers with
recommendations of what the business should do rather than analysing the effect of a rates
increase on the chart.

Examiner Comments

Three valid points are made but the total costs line will not
become steeper - it shifts upwards in parallel.

Examiner Comments

This is incorrect and is not an effect on the chart.
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Examiner Comments

Costs do not affect revenue - an incorrect answer.

Examiner Comments

Full marks for four effects on the chart.
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Question 6 (a)
Candidates found this a challenging question to outline how ICT can assist with break-even.
Many gave very brief answers such as ‘quicker’ or ‘easier’. Many made points that could
equally be applied to a break-even chart drawn by hand.

Examiner Comments

Full marks are awarded. The answer included:
Formulas – speed
Stored on computer – attached and sent out

Examiner Comments

No marks are awarded.
The candidate does not specify how it is quicker or easier e.g. than a manual system.
A manual breakeven chart could also be compared with past charts.
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Question 6 (b)
This was the 'extended answer' element of the paper, and was quite well answered. Most
answers were written in extended prose rather than as bullet points. The aim here was for
candidates to assess how appropriate these sources of finance would be for Just Gorgeous.
There was no right answer and the candidate could argue either way.
To reach level 2 and 3 it was essential that the candidate applied the sources of finance to
Just Gorgeous.
There were some good attempts with candidates scoring marks at level 2. Unfortunately
many candidates did not reach level 3 as they did not satisfactorily conclude their answer.
Many candidates justified whichever option they had chosen and gave some reasons why
they didn’t choose the other option. The biggest issue with this question was, as in previous
series, many candidates seemed not to have planned their response. Many simply repeated
the same points again and again. When explaining why the other option was not chosen,
many candidates summarised the advantages and disadvantages they had previously
identified and explained.
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Examiner Comments

This answer scored 4 marks and is at the top of
level 1. It is level 1 because it lacks application, no
conclusion is reached and only two advantages and two
disadvantages are given. As there is some comparison with
the alternative, this response is at the top of the level.
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Examiner Tip

Avoid generic answers - apply your
answer to the business in the scenario.

Examiner Comments

There is no application, some repetition and very limited
development in this response. It has a generic basic
conclusion, but the response does not reach the top of level 1
and so gains only 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

Five points are made, there is some application, some
comparison to the alternative, so top of level 2 - 7 marks.
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Examiner Comments

A well developed answer with a conclusion which takes it into
level 3 - 9 marks.
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Paper Summary
The 60 minutes seemed sufficient. Gaps appeared to be due more to lack of knowledge
than lack of time. The paper differentiated well, and all questions were answered as
expected with no major misinterpretations.  It was encouraging to see candidates answering
questions in the spaces provided.   Some candidates wasted time and space on the paper as
they repeated the question or information provided in the stem before a question.
Where, for example, a candidate had deleted a wrong answer in the answer line section,
most candidates indicated the location of the corrected answer on the paper (e.g. 'see next
page' or 'my answer is on the last blank page'). This practice is strongly encouraged. There
were a few occurrences of candidates writing in heavy felt pens that transferred onto the
reverse of the paper or in pencil that were difficult to read. Candidates are advised to read
the rubric at the front of the paper which instructs them to use black ink or ball-point pen.
The most common problem throughout the paper was, as in previous papers, the frequent
inappropriate mention of ‘profit’.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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